Pelham UFSD – ELA Writing Tri-State Review
March 9-11, 2016

School: (please check one)
[ ] Elementary
[✔] Middle School

[ ] High School
[ ] District

Portraits and Poetry: Interdisciplinary Project for Art 7 & English 7
Evidence Title: _________________________________________________________
Rachel Pixley, Wendy DeVito, Christina Levi
Name of person submitting evidence: ________________________________________
7
PMS
Language and Lit. 7 & Art 7
Grade Level:_________ School:________ Course Name: ________________________
Please check one Indicator and one Stage of Implementation.

Indicator
1. Performance Based Assessment
2. Student Metacognition in Learning Process
3. Student Performance Data
4. Curriculum & Instruction
5. Professional Learning, Supervision and Evaluation
6. Equitable Support for Student Needs
7. Shared Vision & Environment for Change
8. Parent and Community Support
OTHER: Please Specify

Stage of Implementation
Approach

Implementation

✔

✔

Results

✔
✔

✔

Brief Explanation of Evidence:
Students work in both their Language and Lit. and Art class to create an original poem and a
self-portrait.
In Language and Lit. -- Students complete the steps of the writing process to brainstorm/plan
qualities, items, people, and/or places that are important to them. From there, poetry and figurative
language mini-lessons are completed in class, and students are prompted to draft these ideas into
a poem. Once drafted, poems are peer reviewed in a workshop-style lesson, and then finally
polished into final copies. Students participate in a class poetry reading to celebrate their
accomplishment and creativity.
In Art -- A Pelham community member offers her time to take portraits of each student, from which
they create an original self-portrait using various methods and skills learned in art class. The
poem created in Language and Lit. is worked into their poem in some way, as it mirrors the
Reviewed in
by:
________________________________
OK for submission: ___________
subject(s)
their
portrait.
School and Community connections -- Once each part of the project is completed and combined,
students present their work at a Portraits and Poetry evening in the middle school library. All their
artwork is hung, their photo portraits are shown, and student volunteers present their poems to

